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Experience SliceLens
for yourself.
LIFE IN FULL COLOUR.
The World’s most technically advanced,
lightest, thinnest glass Polarised lens ever
produced, featuring the latest Japanese
Glass Lens Technology.

The complete SliceLens
compatible frame styles.
EACH AND EVERY FRAME.
The choice is yours when deciding what style frame to team up with the SliceLens™
colour that matches the lifestyle you lead. All our frame styles are compatible with
SliceLens™ option colours.

BONO Gloss Black & T/Shell Frame

COVE Gloss Black & T/Shell Frame

EVO Matte Black Frame

FLEMINGTON Gloss Black & T/Shell Frame

MO Matte Black Frame

OUTBACK Matte Black Frame

RISE Gloss Black Frame

RUSH Matte Black Frame

SHIMMER Matte Black & T/Shell Frame

SWISH Matte Black Frame

TANGO Matte Black Frame

TORQUAY Matte Black Frame

TRAKKER Gloss Black Frame

YOURANIUM Matte Black Frame

We never leave home
without our Tonic’s
JASE & SIMON All 4 Adventure

TONIC Eyewear are a company born from
passion with dedication to producing the finest
sunglass optics for Australian conditions, some of
the harshest on the planet.
TONIC’s unique VistaView™ lenses represent the
culmination of a 27-year quest to constantly push
the boundaries in optical technology.
Now it’s your turn to push your own boundaries,
to raise the bar and to do and see things that you
previously would have missed, all with the aid of
TONIC Polarised Eyewear.
TONIC - See What You’re Missing.

Image courtesy All 4 Adventure
all4adventure.com.au

The Photochromic Glass
lens construction.
CLARITY IN ANY CONDITIONS.
TONIC Glass Photochromic Polarised Grey lens incorporates a 3 Colour Integrated
Polarising Filter system using the colours: Green - to retain colour, Aqua - that acts as a
splitter to define colour where it normally flattens out, and Grey - that gives deep
contrast whilst activating the Photochromic properties. The TONIC Glass Photochromic
Polarised Copper lens incorporates a 4 Colour Integrated Polarising Filter system using
the same 3 colours as the grey with an additional Yellow - that enhances colour.
TONIC optically ground decentered glass lenses, Vistaview™, are a lightweight 1.7mm
thin glass, designed for wearing all day long and extremely light weight that you
wouldn’t know they are actually glass. All TONIC Polarised glass lenses have an antireflective coating on the back surface of the lens, reducing back surface reflection by 45%.
Looking through a pair of TONIC’s you will enjoy true accuracy of depth and distance
thanks to the decentered lens plus stunning colour saturation for reds, blues and greens
- more vibrant than ever before.

THREE COLOUR
INTEGRATED
POLARISING
FILTER SYSTEM

FOUR COLOUR
INTEGRATED
POLARISING
FILTER SYSTEM

TONIC Glass SliceLens™
TONIC Glass SliceLens™
TONIC ARC™ (Anti Reflective Coating)

Lens colours, capabilities
and performance.
THE CHOICE IS UPTO YOU.
All style lenses feature
Polarisation - with our custom filtration system
Crystalite Glass - the clearest glass lens available
SliceLens™ - at only 1.7mm thick, lighter than any other
VistaView™ - decentered lens important for true depth and distance
ARC™ - anti reflective coating to reduce “bounce back”

COPPER NEON LENS
 Scratch resistant
 Low light / overcast conditions
 The perfect fish finding lens
 Ideally suited for all driving to
lessen the fatigue on eyes

PHOTOCHROMIC
COPPER LENS
 Scratch resistant
 Dawn to dusk vision
 Lens will darken and lighten
with the prevailing light conditions
 High contrast, vivid colour perfect
for sight fishing, sailing and all other
outdoor sports and activities
including the snow

PHOTOCHROMIC
GREY LENS
 Scratch resistant
 Dawn to dusk vision
 Lens will darken and lighten
with the prevailing light conditions
 High contrast, vivid colour perfect
for sight fishing, sailing, driving and
all other outdoor sports and activities
including the snow

SILVER MIRROR LENS
 Scratch resistant
 All round for natural light
conditions
 Great fashionable lens
 Ideally suited for all outdoor
activities

BLUE MIRROR LENS
 Scratch resistant
 High glare, sunshine or rain
 Cuts extra glare for better vision
 More depth and colour saturation
 Suitable for fishing, hiking, sailing,
water sports and snow

RED MIRROR LENS
 Scratch resistant
 Suited to high glare conditions
 Great for sight fishing, bush walking,
snow sports, trekking and other
outdoor activities

GREEN MIRROR LENS
 Scratch resistant
 High glare, sunshine or rain
 Cuts extra glare for better vision
 More depth and colour
saturation
 Suitable for fishing, hiking,
sailing, water sports and snow

How the Tonic Photochromic
Lens adjusts to conditions.
SEEING IS BELIEVING.
TONIC Glass Photochromic lenses, Copper or Grey, darken and light depending on
ambient light conditions. These lenses have been designed and developed to give the
highest quality optics in all conditions.
Looking through TONIC Photochromic lenses you will see that the colour saturation for
reds, blues and greens is more vibrant than ever before. Team this with TONIC Arc™ to
absorb dangerous reflective glare from entering your eyes and the decentered
properties of our lenses for accuracy and depth gives you, the wearer and view that is
truly overwhelming.

Transitions from dark to light

In bright sunlight the lens
is exposed to both visible
and UV light.
The lens changes to a
darker shade and moves to
its darkest state with an 86%
tint. This means 86% of the
light is blocked and only
14% passes through the
lens to you eye providing
maximum protection
against intense sunlight.

In low light conditions
the lens moves to 67%
allowing the maximum
amount of light to reach
your eyes providing
optimal daytime vision in
cloudy or low light
overcast conditions.

GLASSES SHOWN: OUTBACK

Bono

The Bono range delivers on quality and style with a
slick and stylish frame to be worn on all occasions.
These sturdy yet light-weight frames will cut
through glare and increase clarity to ensure that
you never miss a moment in the great outdoors.

62
35

145
135
15

40

All measurements show are in mm.

Cove

Designed for the female adventure lover, the
Cove range offers superior quality while
maintaining sophisticated style and elegance.
A sturdy yet light-weight wrap around frame to
reduce side glare and ensure that you never miss
a moment in the great outdoors.

62
40
All measurements show are in mm.

135
130
15

45

Cove

Designed for the female adventure lover, the
Cove range offers superior quality while
maintaining sophisticated style and elegance.
A sturdy yet light-weight wrap around frame to
reduce side glare and ensure that you never miss
a moment in the great outdoors.

62
40

135
130
15

45

All measurements show are in mm.

Evo

The ultimate in design and quality, the Evo range
will suite any face with its curved and contoured
frame. Suitable for fishing, hiking, sailing and on
high glare days, sunshine or rain. They offer a very
diverse high contrast and copper bronze lens,
giving you more depth and colour saturation.

62
40
All measurements show are in mm.

135
130
15

45

Flemington

Flemington combines our signature Slice
Polarised Glass lens into a Handmade acetate
frame that not only looks and performs as all
Tonic Sunglasses should, it’s by far a winner in the
fashion stakes.

51
39.5

145
135
15

46

All measurements show are in mm.

Flemington

Flemington combines our signature Slice
Polarised Glass lens into a Handmade acetate
frame that not only looks and performs as all
Tonic Sunglasses should, it’s by far a winner in the
fashion stakes.

51
39.5
All measurements show are in mm.

145
135
15

46

Mo

The Mo range takes casual wearing to a new level
with a sleek and modern frame. Ideal for the
casual observer, these stylish sunglasses will cut
through glare and increase clarity to ensure that
you never miss a moment in the great outdoors or
around the suburbs.

56
40

140
135
15

47

All measurements show are in mm.

Outback

Outback offers a style that is both modest and
extremely comfortable, suitable for all day wear in
any conditions. Available in the SliceLens,
Outback will cut through glare and increase
clarity no matter what activity you’re involved in.

58
42.5
All measurements show are in mm.

150
135
15

50

Rise

Whether sailing. Kayaking or adventuring the
Rise delivers great coverage and wrap. These
sturdy yet light-weight frames will suit broad
features to ensure that you never miss a moment
in the great outdoors.

58
37

145
140
15

45

All measurements show are in mm.

Rush

With subtle contours and curved edges the Rush
range stands alone in functionality and style.
These sturdy yet light-weight frames will suit finer
features to ensure that you never miss a moment
in the great outdoors.

52
36
All measurements show are in mm.

140
130
15

40

Shimmer

The Shimmer range triumphs over other polarised
eyewear in the market. A classic design pioneered
over 30 years ago. These frames will reduce side
glare and increase clarity with a sweeping field of
vision to ensure that you nevere miss a moment in
the great outdoors.

62
36

145
130
15

43

All measurements show are in mm.

Swish

The Swish range takes casual wearing to a new
level with a sleek and modern frame. Ideal for the
casual observer, these stylish sunglasses will cut
through glare and increase clarity to ensure that
you never miss a moment in the great outdoors or
around the suburbs.

58
45
All measurements show are in mm.

145
135
15

50

Tango

Designed with comfort in mind, the Tango range
is made for both casual and extreme scenarios.
Featuring a scalloped straight temple and the first
style to feature the “T” logo on the temple. Tango
is an instant classic destined to be a bestseller.

56
40

140
135
15

45

All measurements show are in mm.

Torquay

Designed with comfort in mind, the Torquay
range is made for both casual and extreme
scenarios. Featuring a specially designed ridge to
reduce top glare, these frames will ensure that
you never miss a moment in the great outdoors.

56
40
All measurements show are in mm.

145
135
15

40

Trakker

The Trakker features a specially designed short
temple, ideal to tuck up under headwear. Great for
someone with broad features, this frame is built for
the outdoors while staying fashionable.

60
38

140
140
15

45

All measurements show are in mm.

Youranium

The YouRanium range is dedicated to custom
comfort making it ideal for the most dedicated
and professional anglers. A desired fit making it
ideal for all day wear.

60
39
All measurements show are in mm.

150
140
15

45

Choose the lens that suits and
enhances every adventure.
LENSES FOR THE GREAT OUTDOORS.
Did you know that different lens colours actually serve different purposes? The tint of your
sunglass lenses can enhance your depth perception and reduce eye fatigue in
different environments, improving your performance across a number of sports, activities
and alloutdoor activities.

COPPER
Neon

COPPER
Photochromic

GREY
Photochromic

SILVER
Mirror

BLUE
Mirror

RED
Mirror

BOATING
CYCLING
DRIVING
FRESH WATER FISHING
HUNTING
MOUNTAIN BIKING
SALT WATER FISHING
SIGHT FISHING
SPORTS SHOOTING
SNOW CONDITIONS
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